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ABSTRACT

Arguaents are presented for studying soft diffractive physics at p-p

colliders in teras of Critical Poaeron Reggeon Field Theory. It is eaphasized

that both confineaent and chiral-symmetry breaking play a vital role in the

occurrence of the Critical Poaeron in QCD. SU(3) is the unique strong-inter-

action gauge group giving the Critical Poaeron and the aaxiaua nuaber of

quarks allowed by asyaptotic freedom is required for criticality.
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High energy diffraction scattering can clearly be categorized as a

"complex physical phenomenon". Particularly when compared with those simple

perturbstive field theory processes which can be described explicitly by the

present "Standard Model" and which can be looked for directly In new accelera-

tors. In general physicists believe in looking at simple processes wherever

possible when trying to sake fundamental progress. Hence the phenomenon that

enormously costly accelerators are being built Just to confirm that such

simple but very rare processes predicted by the standard model do Indeed take

place. Against such a "background" can we possibly make a case for a substan-

tial program devoted to understanding the complex processes of diffraction?

Experimentally the situation is relatively simple—particularly at the

p-p colliders. All soft processes at the colliders are essentially diffrac-

tive and can easily (in most cases) be studied in detail if theory justifies

such a study.

Theoretically it is clear that the subject must be given a fundamental

basis from within QCD if it is to begin to receive serious attention and

justify experiments.

While diffraction nay indeed be a complex physical phenomenom it is

important to remember that until fairly recently the general subject of phase-

transitions and their associated Critical Phenomena was thought to be too com-

plex to be usefully studied theoretically. Currently this is one of the most

fertile areas of condensed matter physics and many of the techniques used are

rapidly being applied to lattice gauge theories by particle theorists.

In this talk (as in other1" recently published talks) I shall argue that

we shofild. try' verjr^hard to understand collider soft physics as a diftractive

"Critical Phenomenism" which I shall claim Is a direct manifestation of QCD at



very high energy. In ay opinion this represents the only possibility for soft

collider physics to be a real test of fundamental theory. The alternative is

that it becomes simply a higher energy extension of the breeding ground for 3

vast array of models that soft diffractive physics has been criticized for

being in the past.

I shall particularly emphasize in this talk that the nature of the

critical phenomenon involved In QCD diffraction is vitally dependent on both

confinement and chiral symmetry breaking. The actual criticality of the

theory depends on the number of quarks in the theory. If the approach I an

outlining begins to be successful then not only can it justify a substantial

experimental program at the p-p colliders but also it will provide a funda-

mental relationship between QCD and the whole experimental strong-interaction

phenomenon of diffraction.

I shall first list (in short paragraphs) what I consider to be the Host

essential elements and results of the program. I shall then enlarge on each

paragraph in turn. I can give no technical details in the time available

although I shall try to Indicate what conceptual progress I believe I have

made since my last talk on the subject. Since the technical details exploit

most of what I personally have learned from fifteen years of research in this

and related areas, I know from experience that I can not hope to communicate

technical developments very easily.

The most important points are as follows.

A. The "Critical Phenomenon" analogy is formulated in terms of Reggeon Field

Theory and produces a set of detailed scaling laws for many diffractive

quantities—cross-sections, differential cross-sections, multiplicity moments,

etc.—in particular the much advertised KNO scaling is a direct manifestation

of such scaling.



B. The technical machinery used la multi-Regge theory—based on extensive

aultiparticle dispersion theory. It is fundamental that this formalism gives

a framework in which high-energy calculations of aassive Yang-Mills theories

can be used for infra-red analysis* Consequently the infamous lass-shell

infra-red problem of QCD can be analyzed and high-energy hadron amplitudes

extracted.

C. A central conclusion is that the "spectrum" of Regge trajectories

describing diffraction in a gauge theory actually depends on the gauge group.

This is a reflection of the complexity of "closed strings" of electric flux

allowed by the gauge group and shows the importance of confinement in relating

diffraction to closed strings. The most striking outcome of this is that if

experimentally diffraction is described by a single factorizing, interacting,

even signature, Pomeron Regge pole—as seems likely—then we can infer that

the strong interaction gauge group must be SU(3).

D. Critical behavior, that is rising cross-sections, occurs as a true

asymptotic phenomenon! only when (in the case of SU(3)) the theory is

"saturated" with quarks. Quarks also play a vital role in that the couplings

of the Pomeron to hadrons as well as Poneron self-couplings are directly

related to short-distance quark-loop anomalies. Consequently chiral symmetry

breaking is vital for the nature of the Pomeron and is probably responsible

for the phenomenological success of the additive quark model.

A. Critical Pomeron Reggeon Field Theory

This starts from a single Regge pole approximation for the Pomeron (moti-

vated by experiment) which we can denote qualitatively by
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This simple approximation can not be exact and In fact both s- and t-channel

unitarity require that there be a set of "higher-order" corrections which we

can denote qualitatively by

It is by now very well-known that these contributions can be summed by writing

an effective field theory^ of the Pomeron in two dimensions (of transverse

momentum) with rapidity playing the role of time. The lagrangian has the

general form

0 i ̂ ^- <xf(O)J?t +-£- [ti + f t ]

where the triple Poroeron coupling r« is measured in large mass diffractive

dissociation. Qualitatively



In this effective field theory 1 - otj(O) plays the role of a statistical

mechanics temperature. When ag(O) - 1 a. critical point is reached and

provided rQ j 0, the "mean-field" predictions of Regge pole behavior are

modified by "anomalous dimension" logarithmic factors. The result is a set of

Critical Pooeron scaling laws. Many of the scaling laws (and especially

approach to scaling laws) relevant to collider physics remain to be derived

and hopefully this will be done in the near future. A selection of results,

"rom present knowledge, is

0 28 —0 23
~ [An s] - c[Jtn s] + ... rising cross-sections

^-~ [Jin s] f(t[in s] ) + ... diffraction peak scaling

da r*n s -iO.28rJln s , nO.28 . . . . , . , ,
— [— yj L 2 Ĵ """ Tisin8 a n d peaking of the

central plateau

<nP> ~ C <n> 1 < 2 8 p + ... KNO scaling .

In this talk I shall not concentrate on comparing these predictions with

experiment. An extensive comparison can be found in my Fermilab preprint and

a Physics report currently in preparation by myself and K. Goulianos will go

into full detail.

Here I shall just present three graphs. The first, Fig.l., shows a

calculation3 of the scaling function f(t[*n s]1'13) fitted to the ISR data

(with approach to scaling terms added) and then extrapolated to the SPS col-

lider energy. The second, Fig.2, shows this curve compared with the UA4

measurement of the slope parameter over a narrow t-range. The agreement is



very good. Finally, In Fig.3, 1 have shown an extrapolation of the Critical

Pomeron total cross-section to cosmic ray energies and compared it with

existing (very badly determined) cosmic ray results. The Flys Eye result

shown Is obtained by simply scaling the p-p cross-section in proportion to the

rise of the p-air cross-section given by the preliminary Flys Eye

measurement.

The behavior of the total cross-section is discussed in the questions

asked after this talk and in other sessions. As I point out there the pre-

liminary figure of a- » 66 ± 7 ± 3 mbs., obtained by UA4, seems to me rather

high. More significant is the apparent increase of the elastic cross-section

relative to the total. (Note that within errors there may also be no

increase.) The Critical Fomeron theory can certainly be ruled out as appli-

cable at collider energies if there is such an increase. However, most of the

preliminary results from the SPS collider do fit very nicely with Critical

Poneron predictions and so I prefer to hope that the UA4 result will, with

better statistics, not give such an increase and that the total cross-section

will settle towards the lower end of their error bracket. This would leave

alive the•possibility that soft p-p collider physics can be well understood in

terms of Critical Fomeron scaling. If this should be the case, something

fundamental will have been learned, as we now proceed to describe, by going

over to a theoretical discussion of high-energy behavior in gauge theories.

B. High Energy Behavior In Massive Yang-Mills Theories

Extensive high-order perturbative calculations6 have shown that in a non-

abelian gauge theory with the Hlggs mechanims applied

i) .massive gluons and quarks lie on Regge trajectories.
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11) the high-energy behavior of all scattering amplitudes Is given by

Reggeon diagrams analagous to those for the Pomeron but involving

reggelzed gluons and quarks.

ill) the reggeon interactions of quarks and gluons are the simplest con-

sistent with the general constraints of Regge theory.

In the days when Pomeron Reggeon Field theory was very popular the

general basis of Regge theory in fundamental properties of unitarity and

analyticity was Intensely studied. This led to the development of multi-

particle "asyaptotic dispersion relations" which themselves provide the

starting point for generalized aulti-Regge theory. This latter formalism can

be used to show that very complicated multiparticle amplitudes must in all

multi-Regge asymptotic regions be built up from generalized Reggeon diagrams

which contain essentially the sane components as are uncovered in the pertur-

bative Yang-Mills calculations of elastic amplitudes. Since the multi-

particle dispersion relations are very firmly grounded in S-Matrix theory and,

where possible, Axiomatic Field Theory, their consequences can confidently be

assumed to hold in massive Yang-Mills theories.

Consequently properties i)-iil) above can be combined with the general

formalism to write down reggeon diagrams which describe multi-quark scattering

in very complicated asymptotic regions of phase-space. (Effectively infinite

classes of Yang-Mills Feynman diagrams are summed into (multi-) Regge form.)

The ability to describe multi-quark scattering Is particularly important

because ultimately we wish to calculate bound-state scattering amplitudes

which will correspond to hadron-hadron scattering. In the next Section we

shall argue that infra-red singularities (aa the gluon mass goes to zero)

select out reggeon diagrams describing hadronic amplitudes and so are respon-



sible for confinement in this formalism. Hadrons will themselves appear as

exchanged Regge singularities which in the infra-red Halt become true Regge

poles giving the necessary hadronic bound-states* To find all the complexity

associated with hadrons and their amplitudes we have to allow very many quarks

to interact. For example, to extract a four-pion amplitude from our formalism

we must be able to calculate (sums of) reggeon diagrams of the general form

pion
scattering
amplitude

on-shell
quarks

= gluon
reggeon

= quark
reggeon

large
rapidity

large rapidity
large
rapidity
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That several rapidlcy variables are simultaneously taken large is what allows

us to expose both hadronic Regge singularities and those (in the scattering

amplitude) that will be responsible for diffraction.

We shall discuss the details of the infra-red analysis in the next

Section. Here we wish to emphasize that if we can show that infra-red

singularities of reggeon diagrams do lead to confinement then we have _a_

powerful general formalism which both derives confinement and is sufficient to

study high-energy diffraction scattering in the confining theory.

C. Infra-Red Analysis of Reggeon Diagrams and the Significance of the Gauge

Group

The first question to be answered here is whether the zero (gluon) mass

limit for reggeon diagrams can be expected to give anything sensible at all?

(To anticipate, the answer wil obviously be yes, but only when the infra-red

limit is carried out in a very particular manner). Reggeon diagrams describe

the quark S-Matrix when gluons have a mass and it might well be thought that

we can not hope to extract the confinement S-Matrix from this, without some

knowledge of the confinement vacuum. However, reggeon diagrams can be thought

of as directly related to light-cone quantization of the scattering states

since the Regge limit sends the states to infinite momentum. Hence, if the

infra-red singularities of reggeon diagrams can be absorbed into the defini-

tion of external states, we expect such states to be defined by light-cone

quantization. But the vacuum is straightforward in this quantization (even in

a non-abelian gauge theory)! All the complexities normally thought of as

being associated with the confinement vacuum must be in the definition of

particle states. Hence there is no complicated vacuum to find and it is
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reasonable that in the Regge Unit the process of absorbing infra-red

singularities into the definition of external states will correctly define the

states of the confining theory.

My original (complementary) understanding of why Regge limit infra-red

analysis has a special status with respect to confinement was based on

connecting the separation of infra-red and ultra-violet cut-offs that appear

in the Unit with phase-transition analysis from lattice gauge theories. It

is now well understood that the phase-diagram for a lattice theory with

Higgs scalars in the fundamental representation is as shown in Fig.4. If the

Higgs scalars are in a higher representation the line of phase-transitions

stretches right across the phase-diagram and there is no connection between

the Higgs and confinement regions of parameter-space. From this diagram it is

clear that if the continuum pure gauge theory is defined from the second-order

critical point shown then it can be reached from the Higgs regime by the path

shown. Since the lattice theory is effectively a momentum cut-off theory

until we approach the critical point appropriately we take the lattice results

over into continuum language as implying the following.

Consider a Yang-Mills theory with the Higgs mechanism applied using fund-

amental representation scalars—so that gluons have a mass M. If we can apply

a gauge-invariant momentum cut-off A, then the limit M -»• 0 (while the Higgs

mass JJ + «•), followed by the limit A + », will give the pure gauge theory.

The underlying reason for this result is that the (fundamental) string-

like states, that we expect in the confining theory, can fora smoothly from

perturbative states when fundamental scalars are present. The implication is

that with a gauge-invariant cut-off we can start from perturbative calcula-

tions in the Higgs regime where (since there are no topological excitations in
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the theory) the (Borel) SUM of the perturbation expansion defines the

theory. Having suaaed all diagrams we can then, In principle at least, per-

form the above Halting procedure to define the (continuum) confining theory.

One major catch in this complete prescription for defining confining QCD

is that the only known gauge-invariant cut-off for a non-abelian theory is a

lattice. Consequently it appears that a full lattice calculation is the only

way to utilize the result. However, in the Regge limit the quark S-Matrix is

described by reggeon diagrams which are gauge-invariant and a transverse

ttomentum cut-off In the diagrams is a gauge-invariant ultra-violet cut-off.

Therefore from Reggeon diagrams defined with fundamental representation Hlggs

scalars we can hope to take the limit M * 0 followed by A + •• and obtain a

sensible result.

Combining this last argument with the previous discussion of infinite

momentum frame quantization we see that Regge-limit infra-red analysis does

have a special status and that it is not too hard to believe that the results

we now describe do come out of an analysis, the details of which we shall not

describe here.

If we use fundamental representation scalars then to give all gluons a

mass in the SU(N) theory we need N-l representations. We get the maximum

information from the infra-red analysis if we distinguish the corresponding

gluon mass scales In restoring the gauge synmetry. That is decoupling the

scalar representations sequentially gives

SU(2) + SU(3) + SU(4)
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The major Infra-red analysis applies as M^ •*• 0. This produces confinement and

chiral symmetry breaking. The remaining scales essentially Just build up the

structure of the Pomeron. The major feature of the first liait as Mf + 0 is

that the exponentstion of reggeization for the gluons becomes an exponentation

of infra-red divergences due to divergences of the trajectory function. That is

S a ( t > * S

M

li*- _

This exponentiation can be analyzed In detail using reggeon unitarity.

The conclusion is that the exponentiation sends all anplitudes to zero except

those Involving very special combinations of exchanged quark and gluon reggeons

satisfying the following. There must be some massive quarks or gluons whose net

color (a global SU(2) subgroup of the SU(2) gauge symmetry) is zero and whose

net color charge parity and signature are equal. In addition there must be a

color zero set of massless gluons (that Is with mass scale M^) whose color

charge parity is positive but whose signature is negative (an "axial" vector

state). In this special situation the set of masslcss gluons produces an infra-

red divergence (when all their transverse momenta are zero) which is not expo-

nentiated but instead is factorized off to define confining hadronic states.

This process produces a pion which, in first approximation can be described as

pion.

massive quark reggeon ) -,.,«,»M „ „ I SU(2) color zero
" anti J

sum of odd numbers of "\ SU(2) color zero

zero transverse momentum I with positive color

gluons in an "axial vector" j charge parity and

state •* negative signature
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The Regge pole produced has even signature and 01,(0) ~ 2(+l/2)-l - 0. Con-

sequently It gives a (pseudoscalar) pion with mjj ~ • . The breaking of chlral

symmetry is directly reflected in the presence in the pion (in the infinite

momentum frane!) of a set of soft gluons forming the helicity ±1 components of

an axial vector. This same set of soft (zero transverse momentum) gluons is

present in the proton in addition to the three massive quark reggeons. (The

intercept of the proton Regge trajectory is a_(0) ~ 3(l/2)-2 « -1/2 and so the

proton does not have the light quark mass scale).

In the diffraction channel (when only M^ + 0) possible reggeon combina-

tions are the sane set of soft gluons plus whatever combinations of massive

gluons (with mass scales M2, M3 etc.) can form SU(2) singlets

SU(2) singlet combination of massive

gluon reggeons

"axial-vector" SU(2) singlet of massless

zero transverse momentum gluons

So the soft gluons associated with chiral symmetry breaking are also vital for

the Pomeron. From this structure it is immediate that the spectrum of Regge

trajectories producing diffraction reflects the number of mass-scales that we

can introduce in addition to Mj. Hence
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in SU(2) there is no t with Oj(0) ~ 1

in SU(3) there is one 1 Regge trajectory with a^(0) ~ 1

in SU(4) there are two E Regge trajectories ...

etc.

Since we had to consider the infra-red limit so carefully to insure that we

reached the string-like confining solution of the theory it is perhaps no sur-

prise that these results have a correspondence in the properties of Wilson loops

of electric flux in two (transverse) dimensions. The old dual string aodel led

us to expect the Pomeron to be associated with the exchange of closed strings.

In a gauge theory we expect such strings to share the properties of Wilson loops

and hence expect a relation between these properties and those of the Poaeron.

I believe the correspondence is the following. Writing (in the usual notation)

<>(©) = T r P exp / dx A(x)

then O

in SU(2)ij>(0) - < K 0 ) " r e a l ™»"t>« - n o imaginary B

in SU(3)4>(0) ~ * < 0 ) * imaginary I

in SU(4) +

and in addition • ( © ) + Rel = "odderon".

So SU(3) is the unique non-abelian gauge group which gives no odd-signature

component to the Poaeron (no odderon) and yet can have ag(0) • 1.
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D. The Significance of Quark*

Quarks play a fundamental role in Che whole description of the Poaeron

that we are presenting. Firstly they affect the intercept of the Poaeron

trajectory(ies) in the confining theory. A control over the intercept can be

obtained as follows.

If we consider SU(3) gauge theory, but with only the liait Mj + 0 taken,

then in first approxiaation the Poaeron is

aassive (M_) gluon reggeon

—. 1 ~ ~ + soft gluons in the unbroken

—' ' - ' — SU(2) subgroup

As a result the (even signature) Poaeron trajectory fltg(t) is identical to the

(odd signature) vector trajectory on which the aassive gluon lies. Therefore

which iaplies that when M | • 0 we should have ctf (0) - 1 which is what we

require for criticality. We can exploit this arguaent only if there is no

transverse aoaentum cut-off A to reaove after M | + 0 since we can show that

oig(O) will depend on A and will ao've below one as A + •». Therefore we need to

take Units in the order

(i) M* + 0 (ii) A + • (iii) M*+ 0 .

If this can be done then M2 + 0, or restoring the gauge syaaetry froa S0(2) to
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SU(3), will give aE(0) - 1.

To take A + « after M^ + 0 requires that SU(3) gauge theory, with one

triplet of Hlggs used to give M | t 0, be asymptotically free. This is the

case for both the gauge coupling and the Higgs coupling only when the asymp-

totic freedon constraint on the pure gauge coupling is almost saturated.

There are three possibilities for this in terms of ferolon representations.

A. There are 16 flavors of color triplet quarks.

B. There are 5

1 sextet

1 octet

C. There are 6 triplet

2 sextet.

1 believe possibility C is the most attractive for reasons that I shall

briefly elaborate on in the conclusion.

Even if we can show that af(0) - 1 after M | + 0 we still have more to do

to show that the Critical Poaeron is what we obtain. Firstly we must show

that the Poaeron we have found does indeed couple to the physical states.

Here we find a remarkable connection between the role of the soft axial vector

gluons breaking the chiral symmetry and the axial-vector fermlon triangle

anomaly. Gauge invariance In fact implies that the Poneron can only couple,

to the pion 1 have found, through a fermion loop which in the regge limit

contains a triangle anomaly.
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large rapidity
in it and X channels

after
factorising
off infra-red
divergences

A = "axial vector"

So we see that the infra-red divergences that break chiral symmetry and give a

string-like Pomeron also produce anomaly-type Pomeron couplings which I think

are the origin of the additive quark model explanation of total and near-

forward croBs-sections.

Having found the ITTTE coupling it Is clear that there *.s also a Iff

coupling (rQ of the Reggeon Field Theory) due to pions, e.g.
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The final step to show that the critical Pomeron occurs as M | + 0 is to

map the theory with M | J4 0 on to the Super-Critical Pomeron theory,11 in which

formally "<»j(0) > 1" if the massive gluons are integrated out of the theory.

This shows both that the odd-signature massive gluon trajectory will decouple

from the physical states as M | •*• 0 and that the strongly interacting Pomeron

theory that remains is indeed the Critical Pomeron.

Conclusion

I would like to effectively summarize by presenting what to me seems a

very attractive (if at present somewhat unorthodox) interpretation of strong-

interaction related physics which incorporates my understanding of QCD

diffraction and would be consistent with the observation of Critical Poaeron

scaling at the p-p colliders.

The strong interaction between hadrons could be given by

SU(3) color + 3 SU(2)L families + 1 SU(2)L family

of triplet quarks of sextet quarks

via chiral

+ + + condensation at

high scale

Pomeron hadrons - "Higgs mesons" of the

electroweak theory which

are "eaten" by W's and Z.

The virtues of this scheme are

1) it is very economic giving the standard model with no Higgs scalars or

additional technicolor gauge group,

ii) it gives the Critical Pomeron at asymptotic energies.
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111) as is alnost stationary with respect to Q and its value Is fixed by a

"nearby" complex singularity of the ̂ -function which would be on the

real axis In the chlral limit. In fact it Is possible to obtain

a = 0.2 In an appropriate grand unified theory.
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